Analytical models for weakly nonlinear electron plasma waves in weakly magnetized plasmas are considered in order to obtain dynamic equations for the space-time evolution and the stability of their power spectra. The analysis is based on ideas originally proposed for studying wave mechanics, but they were later applied also to describe two dimensional wave-trains on water surfaces.
I. INTRODUCTION
The nonlinear evolution of high frequency electron plasma waves have been studied in great detail in part because these waves are often found in nature [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . They are easily excited also in a laboratory. Most of the studies addressed homogeneous and isotropic condition which can serve as a reference case for illustrating some general nonlinear wave phenomena. For conditions in nature we usually find that the effects of even weak magnetic field will be important, and we here take these effects into account. The basic equations are then changed significantly.
The standard model for weakly nonlinear electron plasma waves assumes the dominant nonlinearity to be modification of the local plasma density (i.e. the index of refraction) [6, 7] . Kinetic effects as linear Landau damping and nonlinear particle trapping are ignored from the outset, arguing that these effects will become negligible when the characteristic wavelengths λ are sufficiently long. (For laboratory conditions it might become difficult to fulfill this condition due to the finite size of the apparatus.) Nonlinearities associated with, for instance, the adiabatic electron motion will be of the order of (λ D /λ) 2 and can be ignored [8] , assuming again that the Debye length λ D is much smaller than any relevant wavelength. The origin of the dominating nonlinear term is here the space-time varying density in the electron continuity equation.
The present study considers the space-time evolution of high frequency electrostatic wave spectra in weakly magnetized plasmas [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] The assumption of weak magnetic fields will be essential for the dispersion of the waves, where it is known that when ω ce > ω pe / √ 3 kinetic effects give rise to a change in the curvature of the dispersion relation at small wavenumbers [15, 16] . Strong magnetic fields thus necessitate a kinetic rather than a fluid model for the wave dynamics, although some simplifications can be obtained also for the kinetic model [16] . The possibility of modulational instability of plane weakly nonlinear electron waves in weakly magnetized plasmas was studied elsewhere [17, 18] , the nonlinear frequency shifts in particular.
The following analysis will be based on ideas originally proposed for studying wave mechanics [19] , but they were later applied also to two dimensional wave-trains on water surfaces [20] and signal analysis [21] . We use first a fluid model thereby ignoring nonlinear Landau damping [8, 22] as well as nonlinear ion cyclotron damping [23] .
II. BASIC EQUATIONS FOR THE HIGH FREQUENCY WAVE-FIELD
As our basic equation for weakly nonlinear electron plasma waves in weakly magnetized plasmas with ω ce ≪ ω pe we take [11, 24] 
where φ = φ(r, t). Here and in the following, the electron plasma frequency is denoted ω pe , the electron-cyclotron frequency is ω ce , the electron Debye length by λ D , a characteristic particle velocity is defined as υ ≡ 3T e /m, while ∇ 2 ⊥ = ∂ 2 /∂x 2 + ∂ 2 /∂y 2 , with the magnetic field being along the z-axis. The physical potential is related to the amplitude (or envelope) potential by 1 2 φ(r, t)e −iωt + c.c. with ω ≈ ω pe . It is assumed that the potential amplitude varies over a timescale much longer than the plasma period 2π/ω pe . The analysis of the high frequency wave is thus based on a fluid model, which imposes some limitations even for weak magnetic fields, i.e. some wave decay possibilities will be lost [25] .
with ρ = ρ(r 1 , t 1 , r 2 , t 2 ) ≡ φ(r 1 , t 1 )φ * (r 2 , t 2 ) generally complex. We have ρ(r 1 , t 1 , r 2 , t 2 ) = ρ * (r 2 , t 2 , r 1 , t 1 ). The basic idea is clear already now: the ensemble average of ρ gives the space-time varying correlation function of the electrostatic wave field. We first derive a dynamic equation for ρ.
We introduce separation and average coordinates R ≡ (r 1 + r 2 )/2 and r ≡ r 1 − r 2 , respectively, and similarly for the temporal variable T ≡ (t 1 + t 2 )/2 and τ ≡ t 1 − t 2 . In terms of these new variables we find trivially
Introducing for simplicity η 1 ≡ n 1 /n 0 and η 2 ≡ n 2 /n 0 we have the operator
etc. On the other hand we have also
and similarly for η 2 ≡ n 2 /n 0 = η(R − 1 2 r, T − 1 2 τ ). All in all we find the operator expressions
η(R, T ), and
From (4) we then find after some algebra
Care should be taken here to interpret the differential operations correctly. The differential operators in the summations originate from the sums and differences, η 1 + η 2 and η 1 − η 2 , respectively, and therefore operate only on η(R, T ), while the "outer" operators ∇ r and ∇ R act on all that follows. We now Fourier transform ρ(r 1 , t 1 , r 2 , t 2 ) = ρ(R, T, r, τ ) with respect to both spatial and temporal separation variables r and τ and denote this Fourier transform F (R, T, k, Ω). We have ρ(R, T, r, τ ) = ρ * (R, T, −r, −τ ) which imposes some symmetries on F (R, T, k, Ω). For the particularly simple case of a plane wave where φ(r j ,
Note that there are here no symmetries for k → −k.
For time stationary and spatially homogeneous processes, we hereby obtain the power spectrum for the electrostatic potential as function of frequency Ω and wave vector k, using in particular that
In the present case we can interpret the ensuing results as a set of coupled equations for the space-time variation of the local power spectrum [29] of the electrostatic potential here written as F (R, T, Ω, k) being a function of frequency and wave-vector (Ω, k) at a position and time (R, T ). We also use the series expansions cos x = ∞ n=0 (−1) n x 2n /(2n)! and sin x = ∞ n=0 (−1) n x 2n+1 /(2n + 1)! when expressing the series expansion of the differential operators.
In order to make it clear which variables the differential operators refer to, we introduced the operators
and
where the integrals run over all ξ-space, and also all times T ′ . We obtained two equations by writing (3) as functions of two sets of variables labeled by 1 and 2. By the difference of these two equations we obtained (6) after some manipulations as outlined before. We can also take the sum of the two equations and after the very similar operations as before (in principle) we obtain another equation in the form
After some algebra, following the previous procedure, we obtain
The relations (6) and (8) presume that η(k, t) is given otherwise: it could in principle be representing some a priory given density variations, a dc-density gradient for instance [31] where η is time-stationary so the expressions become somewhat simpler. For the present study we are mostly interested in a self-consistent nonlinear model relating F (R, T, k, Ω) and η(R, T ).
Most studies restrict the analysis to the a difference equation as (4), but it should be emphasized that the starting point is two complex equations, in the present case (3) for two sets of variables (t 1 , r 1 ) and (t 2 , r 2 ). Reducing this set to only one implies loss of information, which should be accounted for by some means. Here we retain both the sum and difference equations (4) and (7), which contain the same information as the two original equations, albeit in a different form, that is at first sight not as accessible. A detailed analysis of the relations (6) and (8) will, however, make the physical content of these equations more evident.
Homogeneous spectra
One particular spectral solution can be found readily by inspection. We assume that F (R, T, k, Ω) = F (k, Ω), i.e. independent of R and T . In this limit we have S → 0 and C → 1. For this particular solution we find that (6) is trivially fulfilled, while (8) gives the condition
where we introduced η(0) as independent of R and T .
Recalling that the equation xF (x) = 0 has a solution F (x) = Gδ(x) with arbitrary G, we find the result
where G 0 is an arbitrary (but positive) wave energy distribution. The last term is a nonlinear frequency shift due to a shift in plasma frequency 1 2 ω pe η(0) as induced by a yet unspecified nonlinear coupling between the waves and the plasma density. The remaining part of the argument in the δ-function is the long wavelength limit of the linear electron wave dispersion relation, also to be discussed in more detail later.
B. Equations for the low-frequency density variations
We now relate the variations of the high-frequency potential variations to the slow variations in plasma density. In general we have the normalized density variation η = η(R, T, r, τ ), but as we have learned by (8) it suffices to find an expression terms of the reduced expression η = η(R, T ). The simplest relation relevant here assumes that ponderomotive forces associated with the spatial variation of the high frequency wave-field sets the electrons into slow bulk motions, and the resulting charge imbalance gives rise to slowly varying electric fields that sets also the ion component into motion, thereby inducing the space-time variations of the normalized quantity η.
Averaging the electron momentum over the fast time scale ω −1
pe we obtain an expression for the balance between the electrostatic force, the electron pressure force and the Miller force (or radiation pressure from the Langmuir waves). We thus have a simplified linear expression for the quasi-equilibrium of electrons at temperature T e in the electrostatic and Miller force potentials as
The ion equations of motion give a relation between φ and the quasi neutral plasma density n which finally gives a relation between η and |∇φ| 2 to enter for instance (6) and (8) . Irrespective of the low frequency model equation to be applied, the essential element in the closure of the present set of equations is to express |∇φ| 2 in terms of F (R, T, k, Ω), where we have |φ(R,
This expression can be derived in several ways. The temporal variables are immaterial here and are omitted for simplicity. Similarly we can outline the derivation in terms of one spatial coordinate without loss of generality. In terms of average and separation coordinates
For small r we find that the left side of this expression approximates r 2 |dφ/dX| 2 while the right hand side can be approximated by terms containing two second derivatives to give
where the integrations run over all Ω and all of wavenumber space. The two terms in (13) have a self-evident interpretation.
Quasi stationary conditions
It is common practice to assume the simple quasi static limit for slow time variations
where C s ≡ T e /M , the sound speed. However, this limit implicitly imposes some restrictions on the initial conditions, and these need not always apply. The model for the nonlinear shift in plasma frequency 1 2 ω pe η(0) becomes particularly simple in this quasi static limit by relating η(0) to F by using (13) for |∇φ| 2 , giving
independent of (R, T ).
Ion fluid models
For consistency we require the ion dynamics to be described by magnetized models as well. First we use a simple cold ion fluid model to identify the basic wave modes entering the problem. Since we consider weak magnetic field, we assume Ω ci < Ω pi , in terms of ion cyclotron and ion plasma frequency, respectively. It is well known that the dispersion relation for such a model can be written as
illustrated in Fig. 2 and with contour curves also in Fig. 3 . We identify two dispersion relations: a high frequency part ω > Ω ci and a low frequency part ω < Ω ci . As limiting cases we recognize ion sound waves ω = C s k along magnetic field lines and ion cyclotron waves ω = Ω 2 ci + C 2 s k 2 ⊥ propagating in the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field lines.
The two branches shown in Fig. 2 have particular interest for decay of the high frequency electron waves by opening for a one more ion wave decay product in addition to the standard ion sound waves. For k ⊥ = 0 also have the ion cyclotron resonance at ω = Ω ci .
Linearizing the basic equations, with the assumption of a simple equilibrium state, with constant plasma density n 0 and homogeneous magnetic fields B 0 , the set of equations are then reduced to the ion continuity equation
and the ion momentum equation
for singly charged ions. We used the ideal gas law for the ion equation of state, p i = T i n, introducing γ ≡ C P /C V ≈ 5/3 as the adiabatic exponent (at time called the Poisson constant), where we usually take the value for ideal gases. An overline on the potential φ distinguishes this potential from the amplitude of the rapidly varying electron wave potential. With the sound speed defined here as C 2 s = (γT i + T e )/M , we find [17] the equation relating the low frequency density variation which reproduces the linear dispersion relation (16) if we set |∇φ| 2 = 0. We note that finite ion temperatures enter only through the sound speed C s in (19) . Without any significant loss of generality we may thus set T i = 0 in the present fluid model, which gives a slight advantage for the ensuing normalizations.
The set of equations (3) and (19) form the generalization of the so called Zakharov equations [6] , here applicable for weakly magnetized plasmas.
Kinetic models for the ion dynamics
We have the general relation for the ion contribution to the relative dielectric function of the plasma in the form
where n i is the fluctuating ion density. In the literature we find [32] the analytical expression
With (20) and (21) together with (11) and the quasi neutral approximation, n e ≈ n i ≡ n, we find a kinetic model for the relation between η and |∇φ| 2 which now includes ion Landau and ion cyclotron damping [23] . We can simplify (21) for the case where the unperturbed ion velocity distribution function f 0 (u , u ⊥ ) is a Maxwellian, possibly with different temperatures T ad T ⊥ in the directions parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field B 0 . We have for this case in terms of the plasma Z-function
where
In terms of a Larmor radius
We introduced I j as the Bessel function of order j. The equations containing the form (22) are amenable for a numerical analysis.
It is readily seen that for wave propagation exactly perpendicular to an externally applied homogeneous magnetic field, i.e. k = 0, there will be no kinetic damping of the waves. There is an interesting paradox associated with this observation: if we let B 0 → 0 we should recover the unmagnetized ion Landau damping for K ⊥ B 0 , but as said, this effect vanishes identically for any B 0 no matter how small. The resolution of this paradox is found in noting that phase mixing of the many infinitesimally separated modes exactly reproduces the ion Landau damping [33] . This effect has its equivalent also in plasma models using multi-water bag velocity distributions [34, 35] .
C. Simple exact solutions
Ignoring for the moment a small correction from η 0 in (10) we have the solution
where G 0 (k) ≥ 0 is a wavenumber power spectrum for the potential fluctuations. Since the model does not include internal frequency-wavenumber couplings in the spectrum, we have in principle G 0 (k) to be an arbitrary function. In the argument of the δ-function we recognize the approximation to the linear dispersion relation
as obtained from (1), and recalling our approximation ω 0 ≈ ω pe , see also Fig. 1 . Within the present approximation, we have for later reference the components of the group velocity to be
where ⊥ and refers to the magnetic field direction also here.
D. Limit of long wavelengths and slow variations
The expressions given by (6) and (8) has a simpler limit when the variations with R and T are slow [36] . Retaining everywhere the lowest order terms in gradients of R and derivatives of T , we find from (6) the approximation
where we recall that the first term in the expansion of the C-operator gives unity.
If we now assume that
2 , i.e. it follows the same separation of variables as F 0 , then we can integrate (26) with respect to Ω and find with a little algebra that
in terms of the group velocity vector υ g from (24) and (25) . The first term on the right hand side can be simplified somewhat, but there is little purpose in doing so here and now. The expression (27) has the generic features of a wave kinetic equation of the form used also in related studies for unmagnetized plasmas [37] [38] [39] III. ENSEMBLE AVERAGES As they stand, the set of basic equations (6), (8) and e.g. (14) is deterministic, and contain basically the same information as the original two equations obtained from (3) in terms of the two sets of coordinates (r 1 , t 1 ) and (r 2 , t 2 ). Ensemble averaging of this original set of equations does not, however, give useful results for the present analysis. The ensemble average ρ(R, T, r, τ ) is on the other hand interpreted as the space-time varying local potential autocorrelation function and the corresponding average F (R, T, k, Ω) is the space-time varying local power spectrum of the potential fluctuations. In case the system constitutes a homogeneous time stationary random process these expressions will be independent of R and T , and we find the usual expression for the correlation function ρ(r, τ ) and power-spectrum F (k, Ω) . This ensemble averaging is straight forward for most of the terms, since they are linear in ρ and F . The only problems arise with the product η(r, T )F (R, T, k, Ω) appearing on the right hand sides of (6) and (8) . To discuss the averaging of these terms we note that the one dimensional sound wave equation can be solved analytically with the result [28] 
where the electric field E is here assumed to be a function of the spatial coordinate Z only. The assumed initial condition is η(Z, T = 0) = 0, which is natural if we imagine the high frequency wave-field to be generated initially in an otherwise uniform plasma background density. This initial condition would not be consistent with the approximation (14) . More general conditions at T = 0 can be introduced by adding the appropriate condition to (28) . Partial integration is not making (28) any simpler because the integral limits have to be retained. To get some insight into the structure of the seemingly complicated solution (28) we assume merely as an illustration, that the integrand has an analytical structure propagating with some characteristic velocity U , which could for instance represent a group velocity of a wave-packet, i.e.
, where H is derived from the shape of the wave-packet. For this simple model case we readily find
that satisfies also the given initial condition. The first term in the parenthesis of (29) is the response in η to the forcing by H, while the two other terms represent left and right traveling sound pulses that are needed in order to fulfill the assumed initial condition. From this simple model we can conclude that for an infinitely extended initially modulated wave field we might for late times at any spatial position expect sound pulses to arrive from widely separated spatial regions. If the separation of these regions is sufficiently large, we expect that the corresponding contributions can be taken to be statistically independent. If the initial condition on |∇φ| 2 is spatially compact, we can for large times assume that the sound pulses corresponding to the two last terms in (29) have disappeared, so that the precise initial condition is of minor importance. If the spatial support of the initial condition is L, the time for this assumption to be applicable is t > L/C s . In the present study we will be mostly interested in spatially distributed systems, and will consider the limit where L/C s → ∞.
The quantity η is statistically distributed over the ensemble of realizations and its statistical distribution is derived from that of |E| 2 . We have
where in general |E(r, t)| 2 is related to F (ξ, T, k, Ω) as already discussed. The ensemble average in the integrand of (30) invites the assumption of quasi neutrality to be imposed. In a formal notation, this assumption can be expressed symbolically as
An equivalent of this approximation will be applied here. In (6) and (8) we encounter ensemble averages as η(ξ, T ′ )F (R, T, k, Ω) where η(ξ, T ′ ) is given via (28) , so in effect we need averages like
In the present work we will advocate the approximation
Unfortunately we have no a priory reason to assume that we are dealing with a Gaussian process. On the other hand we can safely assume that the integral in (28) for large times follows a Gaussian statistic [40] and this is after all what is relevant here. The effect of the "free sound" contributions illustrated in (29) has been discussed elsewhere [28, 41] . We assume that making the assumption (31) will not imply any significant differences in the statistical properties of the integral term in (28) .
The formalism summarized here can be seen as a supplement to or an extension of classical weak turbulence theories [38, 42] and many others. The aim of the present study is restricted by considering only the propagation of electrostatic electron waves in weakly magnetized plasmas. On the other hand we take care to account also for the wave dispersion, offering dynamic equations for the full space-time evolution of the local wavenumber-frequency spectrum of these waves.
IV. PERTURBATION ANALYSIS
In the following we consider ensemble averaged quantities and carry out a stability analysis of F 0 (k, Ω) by a perturbation analysis of F (R, T, k, Ω) = F 0 (k, Ω) + F 1 (R, T, k, Ω) with F 1 ≪ F 0 and η = η 0 + η 1 again with η 1 ≪ η 0 . Ignoring second order terms we find that several terms disappear in the right hand sides of (6) and (8) . We obtain 
We now Fourier transform with respect to T , so that ∂/∂T → −iW and spatial positions so that ∇ R → iK. The operators C and S can be expressed in terms of series containing W and K, best seen by (5) .
We have [20] the relation
as readily understood by identifying the series expansions of cosh and sinh with the appropriate Taylor expansions of
W . Using (23) for F 0 we can integrate with respect to Ω, but we will not here pursue solutions of these basic equations here.
We have now obtained a set of equations that can account for the space-time evolution and in particular also the stability of a given turbulent spectrum of electron waves in a weakly magnetized plasma. It is interesting to note how significant the differences (as compared to the unmagnetized case [41] ) are in the present study: even weak magnetic fields give rise to significant changes in the basic model. These changes are reflected also in the corresponding stability analysis.
V. CONCLUSION
The foregoing analysis can have interest as a general formalism, but its short time goal, a stability analysis, can be derived differently. As it turns out, the perturbation analysis can be formulated in a much simpler way, with the principle being illustrated for instance in the appendix of [43] . This analysis will be reported separately.
